 Library Event Matching(LEM) signal selection method used in the past †  Single discriminant produced by comparing input candidates to library of simulated 20M signal and 30M NC Far Detector (FD) events  Compare topologies of events to select compact  e CC showers from hadronic activity  Four variables from matching process input to artificial neural network that yields discriminant • Fraction of best 50 that were signal matches • Mean inelasticity of signal events in best 50
The MINOS+ Experiment and Sterile Search Motivations
 MINOS+ is an on-axis, long-baseline experiment studying neutrino oscillations in the medium-energy NuMI beam  Extension of MINOS experiment that studied neutrino and antineutrino oscillations in the low-energy NuMI beam mode  Opportunities from using higher energy NuMI beam  Increased beam power in addition to new beam optics  ν μ  ν e appearance has not been explored in an accelerator experiment with current NuMI on-axis energy spectrum  Search for exotic oscillation phenomena by focusing on energies shifted from oscillation maximum  Comparisons between FD predictions and data place limits upon the parameter space of interest  Before looking at the signal-selected region, several crosschecks are performed to verify the LEM selection algorithm and the prediction method  AntiPID -compares the three-flavor FD prediction and data with LEM < 0.5  No  e CC excess is expected in this region  Predicted 64.5 ± 8.0(stat. only), observe 62  MRCC -assesses the handling of NC events in the analysis region (LEM > 0.6) by making a prediction using an NC-like sample created from  μ CC events in data and simulation 
